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in the Prince of Persia series.The Truth About the
Lebanon War Hamas and other Palestinian groups

have claimed to have killed Israeli soldiers, and
warned that the war would escalate. Their goal is
to gain control over the territories occupied by
Israel, and begin peace negotiations, thereby

creating a Palestinian state. Israel has claimed that
it has experienced a “massive attack” against its

soldiers and civilians, because of the type of
weapons used, and the targets it chose. These

numbers are hard to verify, and there is no clear
leadership structure for Hamas or Fatah. The
Israeli Defense Forces were able to quickly

disengage from Hamas fighters who had been
embedded in villages along the border, and the war
had ended by the time the Hamas-controlled Gaza

Strip was bombed, and Israel had forced Fatah
elements out of the areas she controlled. Any
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fighting Israel was involved in was with
Palestinian irregulars, and the Israelis were

successful in expelling the guerrillas from their
bases. Author: Mark WeissTwitter: @mark_weiss

Mark Weiss directs the Israel Security Studies
Project at the Graduate Institute of International
Studies. He holds a Ph.D. from MIT’s Security

Studies Program. View all posts by Mark WeissQ:
Remove Empty Data frame in pandas i have a data

frame which is empty and i need to remove it. I
used this code which it didn't work. df =

pd.DataFrame(columns=['no', 'price', 'timestamp',
'product_id']) df.dropna() A: Use a list

comprehension to filter the columns: [x for x in
df.columns if x!= 'price' or x == 'price' and not

pd.isnull(x)] # [columns[0], columns[2],
columns[4]] Also, as @nanik mentioned, you don't

need the pd.DataFrame(columns='') step. That's
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just there to make sure you don't have any empty
strings as columns. . Also, the kings of Judah did

not speak it
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